JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

Jan. 11 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

Jan. 12
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
6:30 pm—
Station 5

January
TRAININGS
Extinguishers
4: Station 6 7pm
6: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
13: Station 4 7pm
18: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
20: Station 5 7pm
25: Station 1 7pm
27: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

12: JCMOFA
6:30pm at St. 5
15: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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Station Residency
For those of you that have not already received an e-mail or notice in the station mail box
the Board of Directors approved a residency
program for the District. The residency program will provide up to three people an opportunity to reside in the District Station 1 in exchange for work they will be required to complete. Each resident
will have one of the current sleeping rooms and will share the ready
room and bathroom with the rest
of the District personnel. Each
resident will work with the District administration on developing
a schedule that will meet their minimum time of
service requirements. The tasks assigned to the
residents will be fairly broad in scope and will
change as the needs of the District change.
Since we, that means all of us, will be sharing
some common areas with the residents it would
be wise to exercise some discretion while in the
building. They have requirements concerning
guests and noise and I am sure they will appreciate those visiting the station, particularly late at
night, to be respectful of their presence and solitude. The residents will be charged with some
obvious cleaning chores, but this does not relieve
the rest of us from cleaning up after ourselves. If
you use the kitchen or bathroom in particular be
mindful that someone else “lives” there and treat

the facility as you would like someone to treat
your home should they visit you.
Now when you first read this and your
thoughts drift to thinking these people are full
time employees who will be present at all times,
STOP. These people are not full time employees
and will not be receiving payment
for their duty time other than the
run compensation that you each
currently receive. They will not be
there 24/7 and will respond to calls
just like the rest of the District, on
an as available basis. Hopefully
those that normally respond to
Station 1 will continue their dedicated response
as these people will provide supplemental staffing
on the equipment and will not merely by their
living arrangements necessarily be the only responders on many of the calls. Keep in mind
they will not always be present so we will need
to continue responding to the station as before.
Our hope is to provide those interested in a
fire service career a better opportunity to live
and work in a fire service setting while allowing
the District to benefit from service time they will
perform. This program is like others we have
started (i.e.: Jr. Firefighters, Water Rescue, etc)
and will only grow and survive if we all work
together to make it a success.

Presents:

Basic Fire Investigation:
A Firefighters Perspective
January 12, 2011
6:30PM—10:00PM
Presented by Chief Larry Jennings
Location:
JCFPD Station 5—Centerview
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Procedure Reminder…
Training...Training...Training

12/18/10
Station 5 responds
to an MVA rollover
on 50 Hwy

As the New Year beings this is just a quick reminder that each member of the District has certain training requirements as outlined in Policy P2002-001 and Recruits have additional training
responsibilities found in Policy P2006-003. Each year we have members who violate these fairly
simple policies. Our requirements are far below many other departments, including some
within our own county. Happily the number of members that violate this policy continues to
drop, but wouldn’t it be nice if we could reach a 100% compliance rate. The administrative
office does what it can to notify those who are falling behind, but reality is that each member is
responsible for their own performance and needs to track their compliance. Remember there
are different requirements for the various levels of personnel and you should review the policies to make sure you are meeting your basic requirements. As you will see these are not
excessive training requirements and most everyone does a great job of attending. At this point
there still is no requirement for a certain level of attendance at incidents, but hopefully everyone attempts to get to all possible calls when you are available. Keep up the good work at attending training. Your participation is noticeable at our emergency scenes and it is evident that
we are all working from the same “play book”. This appears to make most scenes operate and
run more efficiently. Thanks again for all of your time that has been dedicated to training!

Training Calendar
“Change brings

WEEK SUN
1

opportunity.”
Nibo Qubein

MON
General
Officers Mtg
Feb, May,
Aug, Nov

TUES

Station 6

2

Board
Meeting

3

Stations 7, 8
Jan—St 8
Feb—St 7
Repeat

4

WED

THURS
Stations 2, 3, 9
Jan—St 3
Feb—St 9
Mar—St 2
Repeat

Station 1

FRI

SAT
Make-Up
Training
2 Sessions
(Even Months)

Station 4

Station 5

Recruit Training
3 Modules
(Every Month)

Station 10

12/19/10
Firefighters from Stations
6 & 1 work to extinguish a
grass fire

START THE NEW YEAR OUT RIGHT.
BUCKLE UP...ARRIVE ALIVE!
DISTRICT

DISPATCH

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

Feb. 8 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

Feb. 9
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
6:30 pm—
Station 5

February
TRAININGS
Structural Fire
Behavior
1: Station 6 7pm
3: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 9 7pm
10: Station 4 7pm
15: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
17: Station 5 7pm
22: Station 1 7pm
24: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

5: Makeup
Dec 8am &
Jan 10am at HQ
7: Officers Mtg
7:00pm at HQ
9: JCMOFA
6:30pm at St. 5
19: Recruit
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Recruit Training & Recruitment
The Recruit Training Program
kicked off in 2006 and has helped
produce many quality fire personnel
ready to meet the challenging duties
presented in the fire service. The
program was patterned somewhat
from a State of Missouri program
with our local needs and requirements mixed in.
Overall the program has been extremely successful and has helped many of our new members with no fire experience or background to
learn the “basics” at an accelerated pace. Prior
to the development of the program members could potentially
be on the roster for several years
before experiencing each category
of training that is experienced during the recruit program and some
could even go years before ever
working at or in a structure fire.
As the program has aged there have been minor
tweaks and adjustments made to make the program more rewarding while still meeting the
basic needs it was designed to do. A new adjustment has been made, which has caused the
policy to change also. The revised
policy does not specify a certain
number of hours that must be completed, but indicates Recruit Training is a District approved program
of training. The change made involves the live fire portion of the
training.
New members may start the recruit program at
the point they join the District and are not held
back until a new cycle of modules begin. By
doing this we found that new personnel, sometimes with less than a week of membership,
were being placed in a live fire training environment without the proper skill sets in place. To
help remedy this issue recruits will be required
to complete all 18 modules of instruction before

they participate in a live fire training
evolution. This also helps us address
our compliance with rules set up
governing the live burn facility we
utilize.
The Training Division has set up
quarterly live burn opportunities to
accommodate the floating nature of module
completion by the recruits. The quarterly live
burns are also available to our non-recruit members. Participation by non-recruit members will
be dictated by the number of recruits needing
the live fire training and the remaining
space available in the evolution. In
order for current non-recruit members to participate you would need to
contact the Training Division in advance of the live burn date to ascertain if space is available and receive
any additional instruction. This is a
fantastic opportunity for all our members to
refresh their skills concerning live fire in structures. Thankfully we do not have an excessive
amount of structure fires so your skills can get a
bit “rusty” if not polished every now and again.
So take an opportunity to participate when you can.
When you are out recruiting new
members just keep in mind that the
Recruit Training has changed ever so
slightly. Make sure potential members understand we will not throw
them into harm’s way and will work with them
to achieve the required training before we expect them to jump head long into the many challenges in today’s fire service. Remember you
are our best recruiting tool so do what you can
to locate potential new members and have them
contact the administrative office for further information.
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Procedure Reminder…
Look “cool” or be safe...

1/3/11
A Station 1
firefighter works on
the roof of a
chimney fire

For almost as long as personal protective equipment PPE has existed it has been a “badge”
or a sign that you are the hard worker on the crew, if your PPE was soiled. This “tradition”
still exists today in many departments and no one ever openly admits to wanting perfectly clean
gear that can be seen for miles around. Truth is everyone on the department knows who “gets
after the fire” no matter if you have clean PPE or soiled so the old “badge” theory doesn’t hold
up so well anymore. The old adage about the clothes not making the man (or woman) really
holds true here. It is not how dirty your PPE can be that sets you apart and makes you a solid
member of the fire service, it is what you do day in and day out little call or big call. Another
aspect of not cleaning your PPE is the reduced protective qualities it can have when heavily
soiled and the potential for contamination to you. When the PPE becomes soiled the possibility
exists that the protective nature is reduced. When you wear PPE that is soiled you also run
the risk of further exposing yourself to substances gathered at fire scenes over and over. Who
knows for sure how particles you got from one scene are going to react with the new particles
you get at the next scene?
Do you really want to expose yourself, your fellow fire fighters or your family to potentially
toxic substances just because you didn’t think you needed to wash your PPE? We provide a
large commercial washer/extractor that does an amazing job of cleaning our PPE. The extractor is available in the upper bays at the HQ and is available for every members use. We also
have some “residential” units in some of the stations, which do an adequate job however potentially not as thorough as the larger unit. It is each member’s responsibility to make sure
their PPE is cared for correctly, this includes cleaning, which reduces the repair and replacement costs or frequency and keeps you protected at the same time. Do what you can to help:
inspect your PPE on a regular basis, clean as needed and use as intended.

“Knowledge is
power.”

NEW DATE

Sir Francis Bacon

Presents:

Basic Fire Investigation:
A Firefighters Perspective
February 9, 2011
6:30PM—10:00PM
Presented by Chief Larry Jennings

NEW DATE
11/1910
Firefighters from Station
4 work to clear hazards
while R317 firefighters
extricate patients from an
MVA on 23 Hwy

It’s Almost Spaghetti Dinner Time!
6th Annual Johnson County Volunteer Fire Auxiliary
Spaghetti Dinner & Silent Auction
March 12, 2011
!
s
r
a
Johnson
County Fairgrounds
e nd

al
ur c
o
y
k
Mar

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

Location:
JCFPD Station 5—Centerview

Tickets $5 in advance or $7 at the door
Kids 5 and under FREE
Available at the HQ office or from any Auxiliary member

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

Mar. 8 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

Mar. 9
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
6:30 pm—
Station 5

March
TRAININGS
Foam
1: Station 6 7pm
3: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 2 7pm
10: Station 4 7pm
15: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
17: Station 5 7pm
22: Station 1 7pm
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FFAM Convention...Consider Participating
The Fire Fighters Association of Missouri
(FFAM) annual convention is just around the
corner. You are each members of the FFAM
and you are eligible to attend.
You might ask why would I
want to travel somewhere
across the state and what’s in it
for me? Well the easy answer
to the first part of the question
is that this year the event is in
your own backyard. The convention is being held on the Missouri State Fair
Grounds in Sedalia and is being hosted by the
Missouri State Fair Fire Department. The dates
are April 29 & 30 and May 1. The answer to the
second part of the question is you will gain an
opportunity to network with other fire service
members from across the state, watch or participate in fire fighter challenge competitions and
take an active role in the organization representing you.
If you are interested in attending registration
forms and additional information are available at
www.ffam2011.com or www.ffam.org . If you

are interested in forming a team to compete in
the fire fighter (fire muster competitions) those
forms and the rules are also available on the
web sites.
This year there will be extrication demonstrations during the afternoon on Friday along
with vendor displays. That evening opening
ceremonies will take place followed by a mixer.
Saturday features the fire fighter competitions
followed by an apparatus
parade. Saturday evening is
a formal banquet followed
by a dance. The convention
wraps up on Sunday morning with the annual membership business meeting
and elections.
If you have never been to a FFAM convention this might be the opportunity you were
waiting for. If you have the time please consider
sending in your registration information and
joining the other FFAM members in celebration
of the organization and the Missouri fire service.

24: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

It’s Spaghetti Dinner Time!
6th Annual
Johnson County Volunteer Fire Auxiliary
Spaghetti Dinner & Silent Auction
March 12, 2011 5pm—7pm
Johnson County Fairgrounds

9: JCMOFA
6:30pm at St. 5
19: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am

Come out and
help support
the Auxiliary
and all they
do for us!

Tickets $5 in advance or $7 at the door
Kids 5 and under FREE
Tickets available at the HQ office or
from any Auxiliary member
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Procedure Reminder…
Should I Join?

4/2007
The District
purchases property
for the new HQ

As most of you know by now a new policy has been placed in service dealing with all member’s affiliation with outside fire related groups or activities and representation of the District.
P2010-003 simply requires any member that desires to be a member of or take part in activities
relating to their employment with the District request authorization from the Fire Chief before
becoming a member or taking part in the activity. The member that receives approval will be
officially representing the District. Those members that join or attend without approval may
not be considered “on duty”, but due to their affiliation with the District are still potentially
perceived by others as a District member. Due to the recognition of a member’s affiliation
with the District, all members are asked to consider the District policies that govern certain
behaviors and the potential damage to the District’s image that can be created through potential inappropriate behavior. The enactment of this policy and the review of your memberships
and participations hopefully will also assist in the determination of when a volunteer with the
District is “on” or “off-duty” should benefits ever need to be secured under the PSOB program. Just remember if it is fire service related memberships or activities, you need to check
with the Fire Chief. If it is a group or activity completely unrelated to the fire service and your
involvement would not damage the District’s reputation then you do not need any further approval.

“Act as if what you
do makes a

NEW DATE

difference. It does.”

Presents:

Basic Fire Investigation:
A Firefighters Perspective

William James

March 9, 2011
6:30PM—10:00PM
Presented by Chief Larry Jennings

NEW DATE
4/2008
Construction is
completed and
Headquarters moves to
its new location

Location:
JCFPD Station 5—Centerview

BRIDGE REPLACEMENT ADVISORY
Hwy DD bridges over Clear Fork Creek and McAdoo Creek
will be closed for approx. two months beginning March 7.
Hwy 13 bridge over Davis Creek (approx. 1 mile south of
I-70 in Lafayette Co.) will be closed for two months
beginning Feb. 28.
Hwy CC bridge over Flagstaff Creek will be closed for one
month beginning March 21.

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

April 12 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

April 13
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

April
TRAININGS
ICS
5: Station 6 7pm
7: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
14: Station 4 7pm
19: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
21: Station 5 7pm
26: Station 1 7pm
28: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

2: Make-up Training at HQ 8am &
10am
16: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am

V O L U M E
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Thawing and Rain…

Considerations for Natural Cover Fires
Each spring we touch on this very important
topic, but it always appears to bear repeating.
With the onset of warmer temperatures we
tend to see our citizens out an about a bit more
regularly. Many of them take the early spring
warmth as an opportunity to clean up around
their property in preparation of a rebirth of
natural vegetation. As they start this process
the easiest way to clear an area and make it
ready for the coming growth is to simply start it
on fire and let it burn away. While often beneficial to the soil and an effective way of combating
or controlling certain unwanted vegetation species the process of improper burning can often
lead to a call for help from us.
When the call for help is raised we are all
more than willing to respond and do so with
regulated haste to offer our assistance. While
this action is commendable and for the most
part goes off without any major hitches there
are those occasions when we simply don’t “see
the whole picture” or get a little ahead of ourselves during our response. Often when we do
get ahead of ourselves, particularly during the
spring thaw and rain events, we end up with one
or more vehicles stuck. Sometimes the stuck
vehicles are located in fields, but other times
they end up in someone’s finished lawn.
Most property owners are fairly understanding and realize we were there to help them and
take the ruts we leave behind in stride. However, there is a rising number of people who do
take exception to the damage we do while on a
fire scene. Those people that take exception
are not bashful about contacting the District and
demanding the damage be repaired or that they
receive compensation for the damage. Aside
from the damage we may do a second issue
arises because the equipment is “out of service”
until a friendly tractor owner can be found or a
tow truck can arrive and remove the lodged
vehicle. Potential damage to the vehicle, either

during the sticking process or during the removal is a second issue that can have even more
devastating consequences.
Now in the path of truthfulness I will be the
first to admit I have personally stuck a truck or
two over the length of my career and I am sure
many of you have also. One of the important
lessons that come from sticking the trucks is
learning to slow down and properly access the
area that you may be driving in. Is it really as
solid as you think and what affect did the
spreading fire have on the ground surface? Another valuable lesson to be learned is that natural cover fires can actually be contained and suppressed by use of fire swatters (beaters), rakes,
blowers, Indian pumps or other hand tools. For
many years fires were fought using only hand
tools and at last check none of those “early”
fires are still burning today. Although riding on
the truck may be more comfortable and often
allows a “faster” attack on the fire the reality is
that vehicles cannot always and possibly should
not always go in all areas. I am sure the last
thing any of us wants is to burn up a truck while
it is stuck in the path of the spreading fire.
On those occasions where a vehicle can be
taken off road and directly to the fire line safely
keep in mind that the use of the hand tools is
still a necessary process. As the vehicle moves
along the line knocking down the larger spread
of the fire those people with hand tools are required to follow-up the vehicle making sure the
fire line is clear and taking care of the hot spots
to prevent the fire from re-igniting and causing
additional damage or work.
So the next time you respond to a natural
cover fire take an extra moment and map out
your strategy, access the ground surface, consider hand tool deployment and above all keep
yourself and then your equipment safe. Enjoy
the Spring and all your outdoor activities!
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Procedure Reminder…
Controlled Burns...Demolition...Can I or Can’t I?

3/15/11
Stations 9, 3 and 10
work to extinguish a
structure fire in the
900 block of
SW 13 Hwy

While not an official District policy it is important from time to time to review the expectations
we have when our citizens or even our members contemplate having controlled burns. These
burns may come in many forms including annual open field burns, CRP allowed burning, other
prescribed burning, trash disposal, demolition or construction waste burns and no doubt many
others. This type of burning needs to be done in accordance with Missouri open burning regulations. We have a copy of quick facts about burning available on our website and there should
be copies available in each station, if not contact the administrative office to obtain a copy.
Generally burns involving vegetation are allowable, but the District does not participate in
or conduct these controlled burns for our citizens. Vegetation burns should be done when
conditions are not favorable for rapid spreading of the fire, which often leads to it getting out of
control. Household trash is also a generally allowable burn, but there are some regulations that
affect this type of burn so check the fact sheet. Demolition and construction waste is generally
in violation of the regulations, but on occasion a permit has been granted by the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) if the owner makes the proper contacts. Under NO circumstances
should a District member “authorize” burning that is regulated or prohibited under Missouri
regulations. If there is a question or any doubt about the legality of the burn then it is best for
the property owner to contact DNR for advice. If you “authorize” a burn you place yourself
and the District in a potentially costly position if the burn violates the regulations and fines are
assessed. If you or someone you know is going to perform a permitted burn please remember
to have the dispatch center notified before the burn starts and after it is concluded to help
avoid unnecessary responses.

“If you don’t have
time to do it right,
when will you have
time to do it over?
John Wooden

3/26/11
Recruit Firefighters
complete live burn
exercises at WFD’s burn
trailer

The District now offers direct deposit for your monthly and/
or quarterly reimbursement checks? This service is available
for a small fee of $1.25 per check. Just stop by the office to
fill out an authorization form and get your check as soon as
they are completed...no more waiting!

BRIDGE REPLACEMENT ADVISORY
E Hwy over Walnut Creek beginning April 4 for
approx. two months.
50 Hwy over Butchers Creek beginning April 11 for
approx. two months.
E Hwy over Blackjack Creek beginning April 25 for
approx. one month.

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

May 10 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

May 11
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

May
TRAININGS
Fire Streams
3: Station 6 7pm
5: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 9 7pm
12: Station 4 7pm
17: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
19: Station 5 7pm
24: Station 1 7pm
26: Station 10 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

2: General Officers
Meeting 7pm at
HQ
21: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am

District Dispatch
A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District
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Why policies/guidelines...
Where do they come from?

The fire service has changed dramatically
over the years even though many think we are
still operating under the theory of “200 years of
tradition unimpeded by progress”. With change
comes the need for more formalized policies
and guidelines to help the business succeed.
Whoa, did you just say business?
Yes, believe it or not the fire service has become more like running
a business and less than just providing a service your neighbors
needed. As with any business if
there are no rules to follow or aid
offered to help the employees
achieve the business goals the
business reaches a peak, flounders
and then spirals down until it is closed or replaced by another competing business. As you
may have read in many recent publications budgets are being cut and the fire service community
is one of the targets for reducing expenses in
many jurisdictions. If the fire service “business”
is not working well or is somewhat out of control it makes it even more vulnerable for attack.
Injuries, damages and general chaos due to a lack
of organization supported by policies and guidelines are all precursors for the demise of any
agency.
Ever wonder how or why our policies or
guidelines get created? Let’s first look at the
“why” portion of the question. Many of our
policies and guidelines are somewhat reactive,
meaning they are created to address a situation
or requirement that has arisen. Often events
take place that bring an issue to the forefront
that makes it imperative that all members understand the desired outcome and the methods or
accepted practices to reach that outcome. In
addition, we are constantly subject to change
from the “outside” world and have to meet certain standards or conditions imposed due to
insurance requirements, national standards, best
practices and other similar outside stimuli.
Many times events take place that do not di-

rectly involve our District, but the “ripple” affect
reaches us at some point. The most obvious in
recent history is the 9/11 attacks and the massive nationwide reaction and changes that have
been mandated in the fire service on the heels of
those events.
We also attempt to create policies and guidelines in advance of
tragic or traumatic events. These are
often put in place to help avoid confusion and help all members know
what is expected of them to help the
“business” run smoothly. Although
at times you look at a new policy/
guideline and silently think “what in
the world were they thinking?” there
really are good reasons and sound thinking that
go into the formulation of the policy/guidelines.
Once a topic or action is identified as needing a formalized policy or guideline research is
conducted to find out what is needed, do other
agencies have the same issue and have they developed a policy or guideline already that they
will share, what long term effects will there be,
what else is affected by instituting the new policy/guideline and many other issues. After the
basic information is gathered then the process of
writing the document begins. It is amazing how
much difference there is by simply using the
wrong word or leaving a word out or adding an
extra word in. The wording also has to be written to meet legal scrutiny, but yet kept simple
enough so they are easily understood and not
subject to each person reading them to interpret them in a different way.
When the policy or guideline reaches this
point it is finally ready for review by our legal
counsel. After the legal review the document is
ready for Board approval if applicable and if no
other alterations are needed it is put into effect
and then distributed to all personnel for implementation.
CONTINUED Page 2
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Procedure Reminder…
Be Active!

4/13/11
Station 5 responds
to an anhydrous tank
rollover on 50 Hwy

The Board of Directors and the administrative staff firmly support our member’s participation
in organizations and functions that are fire service related on behalf of or because of their affiliation with the District. We also recognize the benefit to our local communities and other organizations that benefit from our member’s involvement in non-fire related activities. Policy
P2010-003 points out the expectations we have for our member’s participation in non-District
activities or organizations. The policy is fairly simple and easy to follow. Take the time to review the policy and become familiar with what is expected. It is important to remember if you
are anywhere and in any fashion represent the District, even if it is implied due to your affiliation with the District and the reason you are joining or attending, the District policies and
guidelines apply to you. Above all get involved in fire service organizations and trainings and be
involved in your community. Have fun, be safe and BE ACTIVE!

“Insanity: doing the
same thing over and

It’s JOCO Wear Order Time

over again and

Shirts—Hats—Jackets
Order forms available at your station or in
the Admin Office

expecting different
results.”
Albert Einstein

All orders due by May 16, 2011

4/18/11
Personnel from Stations 1
& 10 participate in a
public relations event with
the Boy Scouts

POLICIES continued
As you can tell the process is time consuming and involves many steps. Hopefully by following this process we maintain useful policies and guidelines that help each of us complete our job
tasks while complying with the expectations and sometimes legal boundaries of the District.
We ask that you stay familiar with all policies and guidelines and do your part in keeping things
running smoothly by complying with them.

BRIDGE REPLACEMENT ADVISORY
BB Hwy over Post Oak Creek beginning May 2 for
approx. two months.

DISTRICT

DISPATCH

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
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EVENTS
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A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

June 14 Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

June 8
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

June
TRAININGS
Relay Pumping
2: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 2 7pm
7: Station 6 7pm
9: Station 4 7pm
16: Station 5 7pm
21: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 7 7pm
23: Station 10 7pm
28: Station 1 7pm
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

4: Make-up Training at HQ 8am &
10am
18: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
25: Recruit
Training Live Training at HQ 8am

V O L U M E
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Responding to Devastating Events
By the simple fact that you volunteer your
time to be a part of the District you no doubt
have the willingness to help others, beyond our
District’s borders, when the need arises. We all
generally participate in mutual aid responses
where we assist our neighboring agencies primarily with structure fires or maybe water rescue related events. What happens though when
something outside of the norm and possibly so
devastating that it hits the national airwaves
takes place? What happens if
something “bad” happens here?
Recent events in Joplin,
Missouri point out just how
quickly a major issue can be
placed on your doorstep. In
the not too distant past almost
the entire town of Greensburg,
Kansas was demolished, again
demonstrating the sometimes
violent results from a natural disaster. Other
calamities can take place that are just as devastating and not always weather related and we
should all stand ready to do what
we can to assist WHEN
REQUESTED.
The previous two words are
critical when dealing with a large
scale disaster of any kind. One of
the worst things that is cited in
almost every critique of a large
scale disaster is the influx of people, obviously with good intentions, that just show up to “help”.
These people range from trained professionals
to those that have no training and operate with
only a limited understanding of what needs to
take place. Management of resources becomes
and instant nightmare for the local authorities
who were already dealing with the disaster to
start with. For this reason and to help facilitate
proper allocation of resources a long time system has been in place in Missouri.
The State Wide Fire Mutual Aid system was
adopted many years ago, receives constant re-

view and revision and is utilized for disasters and
large scale fires. The system works smoothly
and is put into action by request of the local
authorities. The system contains information
about resources that are available throughout
the state so that at a moment’s notice the correct resources can be matched to the specific
request and then are deployed to the affected
area. These resources range from trained personnel to highly sophisticated and costly equipment. Regional coordinators
contact local agencies like ours
to request specific assistance
and we, the leadership of the
District, will in turn contact you
to assist on an as needed basis.
When people “self-deploy” outside the spectrum of the mutual
aid system then accountability
and management of resources
becomes problematic adding unnecessary confusion and other complications which can impede
the success of the mission at hand.
Listening to the local authorities off and on during the
early hours following the recent Joplin tornado strike it
became evident from the radio traffic that the local authorities had made specific
requests for assistance from
the emergency services disciplines. During the radio
transmissions it became evident in the comments and tone of voice that
they were also receiving many “self-deployed”
civilian and emergency services personnel who
may have been adding to the problem more than
becoming a part of the solution. In the end help
is always welcome at any large disaster, but organized and trained help simply makes the process move more smoothly.
Continued on page 2
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Procedure Reminder…
It sounds exciting...I want to go!

5/7/11
Station 3 responds
to a t-bone MVA

Keeping with the theme of assisting others let’s review the District’s Guideline G2000-003:
Mutual Aid Responses. Mutual aid requests within our county for one initial station are honored directly by Dispatch and the requested units are dispatched. For the next requested
equipment or manpower Dispatch will contact the Chief, Assistant Chief or their designee to
request authority to dispatch additional resources. This is done in part because we still have a
primary responsibility to be able to respond to incidents within our territory so we have to be
cautious about how many resources we commit to other agencies within our county.
Request for assistance for out-of-county responses all must be referred for dispatching authority. Just because some kind of request has been received it does not always mean it is a valid
request or that we can afford to send our resources out of our general operating area at that
particular time. In all cases we request that our personnel refrain from “self-dispatching or selfdeploying” to any mutual aid request. If you respond without us knowing, that simply depletes
our resources that we generally count on for responses. Additionally if you respond and have
no authorization you are operating outside the scope of your employment and it is highly likely
you will not be afforded coverage from any of our standing insurance policies or workman’s
compensation. Review the guide as it provides additional information concerning handling of
requests and responses.

“By mutual
confidence and
mutual aid - great
deeds are done and
great discoveries
made.”
Homer

4/5/11
Station 9 and Station 1
personnel assist in loading
a patient from an MVA
into a waiting air
ambulance.

REMEMBER—If you have moved or are planning on moving, please contact the Admin Office and
update your address. Lots of District correspondence is sent via mail and if we can’t find you, you aren’t
receiving important information!
RESPONDING continued
So what do you do when you hear about something devastating like the terrorist attacks on
9/11, the tornado in Joplin, spreading wild land fires through the Ozarks or other similar
events? Resist the temptation to “self-deploy”, wait until a request has been made by the local
authorities and not the all too common “send everything you can” request that many “news”
stations throw out with no real authority or “plan” for coordinating the beast they may have
just unleashed.
What happens if this type of event happens in our area? First and foremost you need to take
care of your own family and yourself. Ideally every one of our members would be able to report to the station and answer emergency calls throughout our area, but reality is that this
simply is not going to happen. On the flip side we also expect that you make yourself available
as quickly and safely as you can so you can help render aid to those people you have agreed to
serve when you became a member of the District. Keep in mind that we do operate with an
incident command system and during a major event following that system will help us reach a
successful end to our immediate mission. Remember also that in these types of events a coordinated request will be made requesting the appropriate outside resources so you will need to
make sure those in command are aware of specific needs you may have.
Just remember – be safe, prepared and aware.

BRIDGE REPLACEMENT ADVISORY
PP Hwy over Clear Creek beginning June 6 for
approx. two months.
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If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

July 12 Regular
Session Board
Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

July 13
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

July
TRAININGS
Safe Emergency
Vehicle Ops
5: Station 6 7pm
7: Stations 2,3,9 at
Station 3 7pm
14: Station 4 7pm
19: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8 7pm
21: Station 5 7pm
26: Station 1 7pm
28: Station 10 7pm

OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

16: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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Truck - Truck - What’s in the Truck?
Some of you may have heard, but for those of
you that have not and just to make sure everyone understands clearly, we just bought two
used ambulances. STOP – don’t jump to that
conclusion!! We are NOT getting into the ambulance provider business. The vehicles, purchased from Johnson County Ambulance District, have already been re-titled and are no
longer licensed as ambulances.
So your next thought is “If we aren’t doing
ambulance service, then why buy
ambulances?”. We have been
shopping for used vehicles that
would serve the District for
two distinct purposes and
through the searching we
normally returned to an
ambulance being the best
option to meet our purposes. With the recent
replacement of ambulances
by JCAD we were afforded an
opportunity to pick up two units,
that although they have fairly high
mileage from the many transports, still operate
well and are not in terrible condition. Additionally, buying locally allowed us to purchase at well
below the advertised rates for other similar
units from other areas of the country. Both
units will undergo some cosmetic upgrades and
will be painted and lettered in the same general
format as Rescue 317. Once that work is completed they will begin their new life as part of
the District and hopefully will serve for many
years to come.
One unit will be assigned to the Water Rescue
Division and will become the primary people
and equipment mover. The unit will allow the
Division members to place many items of
needed equipment in a “permanent” spot on the
vehicle, which will help with their responses as
they won’t have to wait to completely load a
vehicle each time they are needed for a response. The vehicle will allow the water rescue

members the same luxury each of our fire related people have in having their equipment in a
standardized location on the vehicle for each
response. When this new vehicle is fully operational the Explorer currently being utilized by
the Division will return to Headquarters leaving
the water rescue folks with their new rescue
vehicle and the Dodge truck they currently have
along with the District’s rescue boat and other
equipment.
The second unit will potentially serve
in more than one capacity based
on District need, but the primary function for the vehicle
will be a dedicated rehabilitation vehicle. The unit will
be equipped with items currently maintained by the
District or the Auxiliary
used specifically for rehabilitation purposes. The addition
of this vehicle will allow the
Auxiliary to reduce the use of their
personal vehicles while responding to
our incidents to provide their valuable services.
The vehicle will also provide a space for heating
or cooling our personnel inside the climate controlled box compartment. This vehicle will primarily be utilized by members of the auxiliary
for its primary purpose. The vehicle is also capable of being a substitute rescue vehicle should
we have occasions that Rescue 317 is not operable by simply removing the rehabilitation items
and adding the extrication equipment for the
interim while waiting on repairs.
The units are currently in the process of being
placed in service and you will hopefully see them
both in action in the near future. No changes to
procedures or requests for service are dictated
by these additions - you will simply get the same
quality service provided by the same personnel
only in a different vehicle.
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Procedure Reminder…
It’s official...there is a NEW policy!

4/30/11
Brian Reynolds and
John Brown (not
pictured) receive a
Life Saving Award
presented at the
2011 FFAM
Convention

The Board of Directors has adopted a new policy. If you have not yet heard about it or read
Policy P2011-002 entitled “Fire Auxiliary” let us give you the highlights. To better aid the members of the Auxiliary who provide valuable aid to us and Johnson County Fire Protection District
#2 we have officially made the Auxiliary a part of the District. This move will not change how or
when you get assistance from the Auxiliary so continue on as you have and don’t hesitate to call
them if their services are needed. By making the Auxiliary a part of the District we are able to
assist them with a vehicle that they can operate to better consolidate and transport their personnel, equipment and supplies to incidents. We are also able to cover these hard working and
dedicated personnel with insurance to assist if they are injured while working for us just as our
other personnel are covered when on an incident scene. Other more subtle benefits exist and
all are favorable to the Auxiliary and the District. Please continue to support the Auxiliary as
you have in the past and remember call them when you think you will need their assistance.

Signs of heat exhaustion:
Clammy skin * Loss of color in skin
Sweating * Dry mouth
Headache * Thirst
“It requires less
character to discover
the faults of others,
than to tolerate
them.”

Research shows that people should never
technically get thirsty. If you feel thirsty,
there’s a good chance you’re already
dehydrated. If you see any of the above
exhaustion signs get out of the heat
immediately. Drink plenty of cool fluids.
If there is no improvement, call 911.

Signs of major heat exposure
(heat stroke):
High body temp (over 103*F)
Confusion * Poor breathing
Seizures * Stopped sweating
Weak Pulse * Hot dry skin to the touch
Fainting/Loss of consciousness
If you see any of the above exposure
signs get the person out of the heat
immediately and call 911. Heat stroke
always requires medical attention.

J. Petit Senn

It’s already July...Do You Know What Your Training Status Is?
5/26/11
Walter McCannon
receives a Brain Saver
Award presented by the
American Heart
Association for his life
saving efforts during a
medical incident
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2011 is flying by and we are already half way through the year.
Do you know what your training status is???
Policy 2002-001 Attendance and Participation—Training/Meetings states that…
1. All fire fighters shall attend and participate in no less than 50% of all District training meetings scheduled at their respective station during a calendar year.
2. All fire fighters shall attend no less than one scheduled District training meeting per quarter
of the calendar year.
3. All Captains and Lieutenants shall attend and participate in no less than 75% of all scheduled District training meetings at a station level at their assigned station during the calendar
year.
4. Any member may attend the District training held in any station during the same month
and on the same subject matter if they have been or will be forced to miss the meeting
held at their respective station.
5. Any member may attend the scheduled make-up District training meeting as scheduled by
the Training Division for the meeting topic the member did not attend.

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
UPCOMING
EVENTS
•

A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

August 9
Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

August 10
JCMOFA
Board Meeting
7:00 pm—
Station 5

August
TRAINING
Battalion
Training
*All trainings
begin at 1830*
4: Stations 2, 3, 9
at Station 2
16: Stations 5, 7, 8
at Station 5
23: Stations 1 & 6
at Station 1
30: Stations 4 & 10
at Station 1
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

6: Makeup
Training at HQ
8am & 10am
20: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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Moving & Belted...Are You Compliant?
Most of you have likely read the article in the
most recent edition of the FFAM Newsletter
that discussed seatbelts and the fire service.
Some of you may have seen the title – turned
the page – and moved on to a topic that interested you more. If you were one of those that
didn’t read the article then I would propose you
either already use your seatbelt EVERY time you
are in a vehicle no matter where seated or you
believe you do not need one. If you are in the
first category then let me say Thank You for
your efforts. If you are in the second category
then we need to work together to re-evaluate
your seatbelt use.
The District covers seatbelts (safety restraint
systems) in Policy P2001-003 under the General
heading Section A subsection 2. It simply states
“All safety restraint systems shall be utilized by
any member driving or riding in a District vehicle during any emergency, non-emergency or
training activity”. I think when you read that line
you can see that there are really no other times
that would exist that would relieve you of a responsibility to wear your seatbelt, unless of
course you were just sitting in a non-moving
vehicle.
Let’s move away from the policy compliance
issue as I know you each strive to meet the policies that help the District move and visit about
what repercussions could be present should you
chose not to use your seatbelt. Have you ever
paid much attention to the fatality reports resulting from motor vehicle accidents? Have you
paid much attention to the fatality reports resulting from fire apparatus collisions? If you answered no to either of these questions you have
missed some interesting information. Many of
the fatality reports share
common phrases about
the dead person we will
refer to as X, “X was
thrown from the vehicle
and was not wearing a
seatbelt”, “X was thrown
from the vehicle, which
then rolled on top of X

resulting in X’s death”.
Just insert your name in
place of X and re-read
those two phrases. Is
that what you want your
family to read?
By no means is this an
attempt to scare you into
using a seatbelt, but it is an attempt to have you
think about why you should use a seatbelt
EVERY time whether in a fire apparatus or your
personal vehicle. Most statistical data shows
that you are more likely to survive a serious
vehicle accident if you stay inside in a restrained
position. How easy is it to simply buckle up and
stay buckled up and help reduce the potential
for serious injury or death? A simple click can
have long reaching benefits for you and your
family. How devastated, emotionally and financially would your family be if you didn’t come
home……EVER?
Have you ever thought about the impact your
use of a seatbelt could have on the members of
the District that rely on you? Your actions obviously can have a large affect on everyone else on
the apparatus. Okay, so you stand up while responding and try to put on your PPE or SCBA
and you fall out of the vehicle and either die
when you impact the ground or are run over by
the apparatus, what impact did that action have
on the response to the emergency or the other
members of the District? Not the passenger –
then you must be the driver. Have you ever
thought about what happens if you are no longer
able to control the vehicle you are driving because you are no longer sitting behind the
wheel?
Many many years ago in a time somewhat forgotten in a vehicle with vinyl type seat covers I
had a police driving instructor insist I wear a
seatbelt to which I proudly responded “I don’t
need no stinkin seatbelt and besides it slows
down my gazelle like speed when exiting the
vehicle in hot foot pursuit” (well it went someContinued Pg 2
thing like that).
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Procedure Reminder…
Passing Gas - Field Procedure

7/12/11
Crews from Stations
5, 9 & 10 assist
Holden Fire Dept.
during the Heiman’s
Grain Elevator fire

Although this information is not a written policy/procedure/ guideline or even a protocol it appears timely to touch on the subject. It is hot outside. Now the thought that just went through
your head was one of amazement or disbelief that I pointed this breaking news out to you. I
know you are aware of the heat and since we often talk about rehabilitation at fire scenes and
keeping yourself hydrated and cool as much as possible we won’t dwell on that topic again. We
will however talk about at least one other thing that heat can affect that most of us don’t give a
second thought. Many of the citizens we serve utilize LP gas as a heating or cooking source in
their homes. So what happens when a tank sits in the relentless sun on these over 100 degree
days?
Rarely, but on occasion extended exposure to heat (sun related or due to a fire) the pressure
relief valve on the tank may open allowing a release of product from inside the tank passing uninhibited through the valve. If the product does not ignite then what action do we take to help the
situation? The most effective method would be to apply water to the tank to help cool it and
hopefully the valve will reset and stop the flow of product. Remember you don’t have to be
right on top of the tank to apply the water and if you need to approach at all do so from the
sides and not the ends of the tank. Once the valve closes work with the homeowner to assist in
protecting the tank from additional heat or you will likely be returning in a short time to do it all
over again. Carpeting over the tank was used recently for extra protection. Similar items would
work or the homeowner’s tarp and rope could be used to string up a temporary sun shade.
Don’t forget the supplier of the gas could be contacted for additional assistance or advice.
Be creative and be careful!!

“When the going
gets tough, you shut
up and do your job.”
Troy Landry

National Firefighter Health Week 2011 will be held August 14-20. The
theme is: "When it comes to your health, you're always on duty." Each
day of the week will focus on a different topic to help first responders
take the steps towards a healthy lifestyle.
Visit www.healthy-firefighter.org/healthweek for more info!

6/11
Crews set up tanker
shuttle operations during
the District’s ISO testing
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Moving & Belted...continued...
His response was a smile and the order to start driving. When he put the vehicle in a controlled skid and I rather less proudly found myself sitting on his lap on the passenger side of
the vehicle he simply asked “Now what are you going to do to control this vehicle?”. My response was somewhat sheepish and quiet, but was simple “put on my seatbelt”. From that
time on whenever we went skidding around on the driving course I stayed where I was supposed to be and was able to maneuver my vehicle to a safe ending point. My point in this little
story is simple: If you are not still behind the wheel because of some unknown reason just
because you failed to wear your seatbelt then how can you steer the vehicle and bring it to a
safe stop or even reach your destination without putting everyone on board lives in danger? I
think you may come to a single conclusion – you cannot.
Let’s all be safe and employ the seatbelt provided for your use in all District vehicles and
maybe even your private vehicle too. We truly have a vested interest in making sure all of our
members are protected as well as possible. Be careful and be aware – is every one belted in?
If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

JOHNSON COUNTY FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT
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A publication of the Johnson County Fire Protection District

September 13
Regular Session
Board Meeting
7:00pm—
Headquarters

•

District Dispatch

September 14
JCMOFA
Training
6:30 pm—
HFD

September
TRAINING
Highway Safety
*All trainings
begin at 1900*
1: Stations 2, 3, 9
at Station 2
6: Station 6
8: Station 4
15: Station 5
20: Stations 7 & 8
at Station 8
22: Station 10
27: Station 1
OTHER
TRAININGS/
MEETINGS

14: JCMOFA
Traffic Incident
Management 7pm
at HFD
17: Recruit
Training at HQ
8am
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Social Media...Why Should I Care?
For many of our members computers have
been present since their earliest childhood
memory and most are very comfortable with
their use and the information that is able to be
shared almost instantaneously. For others computers have been a “later in life” addition and
although many have embraced their use and
convenience we still cautiously approach how
we use them and what
information is shared.
Most everyone in today’s
fast paced technology society has or are becoming
familiar with identity theft
and have taken measures
to protect most of their
personal identification information which can easily
be stolen and used multiple
times before we become
aware of the problem.
Another concerning
issue is the advent of the social media with the
appearance of MySpace and now the more highly
favored Facebook and Twitter and the large
amount of other social and dating network sites.
For some of our members there appears to be
little hesitation to share almost everything they
do or think. Is this a bad thing? Not always, but
it can become a problem if some common sense
does not get thrown into the mix at some point.
Yes, it is nice to be able to share your activities
and thoughts and even more exciting to share
your photographs with everyone you “friended”
and with the rest of the world if your settings
aren’t filtering out who has access to your page
or tweet.
Sharing your information can also come at a
cost that most may not think about……your
REPUTATION and consequently the reputation
of an organization you may belong to. In this
case we will refer strictly to the District, but for
many of you this may involve another place of
employment and possibly your family. Do we
think all of our personnel are “saints” and never
do anything that may be considered off key by

someone else, certainly not - just as the administration (I know this is a shock) staff can occasionally do things others may frown upon. The
fact and simple reality is that we are all human
and we all do things that we later think, “Man I
wish that had not happened” or “I wish I hadn’t
done that”.
There is however a BIG difference in simply
doing something that may have
required more thought and
POSTING what you did. Once
you put something out on the
internet it is out of your control. Almost anyone will at
some point be able to find and
use the information, picture,
quote or whatever you did in
any way they want, many of
which could be detrimental to
you. If you will remember we
have often talked about the fact
that everything you do reflects
on the District and the reputation or credibility
of each and every member. This concept applies
equally to all types of social media and is compounded by the speed this information can
spread and the interpretations that can be made.
In the old days people’s “off key” actions
often were only know by a handful of people
due to the lack of ways to spread news and
quite honestly by the time it did get out no one
really cared much as it was “old” news. Flash
that same behavior forward to today and some
mundane little action is suddenly viral on You
Tube and making headlines on every news channel or news report across the nation or maybe
the global market. Either way what you put out
there for others to see can have a direct affect
on how people perceive you and the District.
Inappropriate photographs, language, and examples of your behavior should be avoided in general, but when or if you have any connection to
the District posted on your page, site or story
then those items should be avoided at all costs.
Continued pg. 2
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Procedure Reminder…
Where am I going and how do I get there?

8/20/11
Lt. Joe Jennings, who
also serves as
Captain and PIO for
the MO State Fair
Fire Dept. demonstrates the Bullex
fire extinguisher
system during the
2011 MO State Fair

“A pessimist sees the

The tones are sounded……its your station’s response area…….you safely rush to the station……you jump in the apparatus……WHERE are you going. Did you take the extra 15-30
seconds and look at the map book before you raced out the station door? It normally doesn’t
take but a few seconds to either locate your best route or at least make sure you really know
where you are going. Not only is it safer to look for and plan your route BEFORE you leave the
station it will most likely get you there by the best route. The dispatcher does not always know
which route may be the best, but since you live in the local area of the calls for your assigned
station you should have better knowledge on which routes to avoid and which are “shortcuts”
that will not leave you stranded in the middle of a field.
Your safety is first and foremost and the last thing you need to be doing while responding is
either looking at a map or trying to focus on the directions being given over the radio. Your full
attention as a driver should be given to the task of driving. You have a lot of responsibility riding
along with you whether it is the other personnel, the apparatus or your responsibility to help the
person having the emergency. Secondly asking for very basic directions from the onset of the
call simply creates more radio traffic causing more congestion on an already busy frequency. If
from time to time you find that you have missed a turn or can’t locate the address AFTER you
have looked before leaving or after stopping along the way then ask for assistance as we don’t
want an even longer delay in arrival based on what has taken place in your map search.
Take a few extra seconds, devise a safe and most direct route to the emergency and don’t
rely on others to aim you in the correct direction and reduce sometimes confusing radio traffic.
Serve your community members by arriving timely and alive. Your best efforts are appreciated!!
BE SAFE!!!

difficulty in every
opportunity. An
optimist sees the
opportunity in every
difficulty.”
Winston Churchill

8/16/11
BC Eggen, along with
other MO State Fair Fire
Dept. personnel conduct
training during the 2011
MO State Fair
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Social Media...continued...
A recent article in a nationally published format related a story of a volunteer that may be
losing his position because he posted pictures of himself on a dating website while dressed, at
least partially, in his departmental issued personal protective equipment. That department,
much like ours, provides that equipment for use for department sanctioned events and emergencies and it should not be used for any other purposes without permission. That issue is
touched upon in Policy P2010-003 which in part indicates the District will “….support the involvement of its members additionally through the use of vehicles, facilities, equipment or other
related items authorized by the Fire Chief as available”.
Even if you have pictures or other things posted that associate you with the District and
they are in compliance with our existing policy (i.e. pictures of you in your issued PPE while
training or possibly at a non-identifiable incident scene), but other things on your page or site
are inappropriate it still reflects on you and the District. These could include many things including rude or abusive language
We do not currently have a policy or guideline that specifically deals with social media, but
one is in the process and will deal with a more widespread view of our behaviors in the public
and privately at the fire stations. In the mean time exercise some very basic level of common
sense and keep the things private that should be kept private. I was once told if what I did or
said was not something that I thought my mother (father, children, etc.) would not be proud of
or I wouldn’t want them to know about then I should not take that action or
make that statement to begin with. Maybe that is a thought more of us
should take to heart and take a serious look at what we are doing. Clean-up
your page, site or tweet if you have something that may not be appropriate
and do your best to maintain your reputation and that of the District.

If you have anything you would like to share in
the District Dispatch, just contact the office at
(660)747-5220 or email at jcfpd@jcfpd.net

